
Equity Final 

 

l Remedial Equity 

Special Performance: represents an equitable (and discretionary) remedy that 

requires people to carry out obligations that they have voluntarily entered into, and 

the consideration has been given in exchange for. It is available wherever a court 

deems that damages are inadequate, and the order will not require the court to 

supervise and judge quality of the performance on an ongoing basis. It is an 

equitable remedy that is only available to enable common law rights and 

specifically for breach of contract. The contract has to be supported by 

considerations, cannot get specific performance of a deed. Contracts enforceable 

in equity must meet all the requirements of general contractual validity. Specific 

performance is only about performing positive obligations. If someone has 

promises not to do something and you want to hold her/him on that promise, 

specific performance does not help and you ask for an injunction. Elements: you 

need to define a contract, inadequacy of damages, other considerations precluding 

specific performance, conclude-grant specific performance or go to damages.  

 

Dougan v Ley: fact-D orally agreed to sell, refused to proceed with the sale, L 

sought an order that the contract be specifically performed on the basis that the 

registration fulfil the requirements for an order for specific performance. The court: 

agreed and granted specific performance of the contract, for a piece of property 
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indemnity also includes a right to pursue the beneficiaries personally. This aspect 

applies to beneficiaries who are sui juris and absolute entitled to their beneficial 

interest. Trustee Act s100A Limitation of liability of beneficiaries in respect of 

trustees.  

Liabilities of trustees-Liable for breach of trust. If the breach of trust caused loss, 

the trustee is liable to make good that loss. Re Dawson (Dec’d)-put the trust estate 

in the same position it would have been if there had been no default. Target 

Holdings Ltd v Redferns-but for test. Not responsible for damages not caused by 

his wrong, only pay compensation for the wrong. Youyang Pty td v Minter Ellison-

if trustee misapplied trust fund, they are under a continuing obligation to restore 

the trust fund, and nothing in the subsequent events could qualify that obligation. 

Prove whether the breach was made good, or not cause by the breach. Trustee Act 

s85-excusable breaches of trust: honestly and reasonably, ought fairly to be 

excused.  

 

Right of beneficiaries: Saunders v Vautier-where the beneficiaries of a fixed or 

discretionary trust are all of adult age (sui juris) and together are, or would be, 

absolutely entitled to the trust property, they may call upon the trustee to transfer 

the trust property to them and bring the trust to the end. Manfred v Maddrell-

property could not divided. CPT Custodian Pty td v Commr of State Revenue-

requirement for an absolute, vested interest means that the rule is not applicable 

where the beneficial interest are contingent, subject to divesting. The beneficiaries’ 
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wrongdoer if: (1) the nature of the actual fiduciary or trustee wrongdoing in which 

the third party was a participant; (2) the nature of the third party’s role and 

participation, eg as alter ago, inducer or procurer, dealer at arm’s length, etc; and 

(3) the extent of the participant’s knowledge or, assumption of the risk of, or 

indifference to, actual, apprehended or suspected wrongdoing by the fiduciary.  

Hasler v Singtel Optus Pty Ltd-breach of fiduciary duty, liable for knowing 

assistance. No dishonest and fraudulent design. Mere breach is not enough, 

necessary for the breach to amount to a dishonest and fraudulent design.  

 

Constructive trusts and Unconscionable conduct 不正当行为 : Muschinski v 

Dodds-live in de facto relationship, purchase property together, joint tenants. Paid 

more than one half of the purchase price, held a constructive trust. Equity does not 

permit party retain benefit unconscionable. There must be unconscionability, if 

claimants have made financial contributions as part of the joint endeavour, it is 

must easier to prove unconscientiousness when those interests are denied.  

Baumgartner v Baumgartner-de facto relationship, husband name only. 

Unconscionable to allow on party to retain a benefit procured by the contributions 

of the other party. A constructive trust could be imposed over the share of the 

property the husband held, but the wife’s contribution had paid for.  

Green v Green-de facto relationship, husband bought wife from Thailand and 

promise. Buy house, say for wife. Promise, instruct solicitor to transfer, but not 

finished transfer before died. The court held that the constructive trust had been 
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money paid toward that purchase. Presumed to spent trust money first. Brady v 

Stapeton-bankrupt, get transfer shares, transferred some to bankrupt’s wife. When 

trust property mixed with other property of the same type, equity would impose a 

charge over the mass in order to satisfy the claim. Indistinguishable mass. 

Transferred his own shares first, but not held for bankrupt. Re Oatway-paid into 

own account, dissipated the rest of money. If the fiduciary makes a purchase of 

valuable property from the mixed fund and then proceeds to dissipate the rest of 

the account, the fiduciary is not entitled to use the rule in Re Hallett’s Estate to 

prevent tracing into the valuable property. Cannot maintain that the money that 

remain are personal money. Scott v Scott-used trust money to purchase property, 

repaid money, but the property increased value. Could the trust recover the increase 

in value of the proportion of the property that trust used? YES. Principle: 

trustee/fiduciary’s obligation not to make profit from the fiduciary position, if 

breach the duty, liable for the beneficiaries for the profit. Not for third party. Foskett 

v McKeown-group of investors, pay towards a real estate development, express 

trust, misappropriated money. Once funds have been traced into the newly acquired 

property, the beneficiaries can elect to take beneficiary ownership of the property 

or assert a lien or charge over the property which is equal to the value of the trust 

money. Plaintiffs were entitled to a proportionate share of the proceeds. Clayton’s 

case-held account for joint partners, withdrawal and deposit over the amount, 

remaining partner paid more than the account owing. Other partners 

misappropriated money during lifetime for own benefit, claimed estate indebted. 
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